Year 2/Football/Assessment/Lesson 5
Learning Intentions:

1. Review understanding of passing in football
2. Review understanding of traveling with the ball in football
3. Review understanding of shooting in football
4. Review understanding of tactics and rules

Success Criteria:

1. I can demonstrate passing in football
2. I can demonstrate dribbling in football
3. I can demonstrate shooting in football
4. I understand the rules and tactics in football

Suggested warm-up activities:

Activity 1: Passing Square

Activity 2: Goals galore

1. Relay
2. Groups
3. Head shoulders knees and cones

Organisation: Mark out an area 30x30 yards. Place half
the class around the outside spaced out and half inside
the area with a ball.

Organisation: Use the area from previous activity. Add 6
goals (use cones if needed) around the outside of the
area.

Equipment: Cones, footballs

Play: In this game children will learn to send and receive
a football with a partner, learn to use the sole of the foot
to stop the ball.

Play: In this game children will practice striking a ball at
a goal.

Teaching Points:
• Think about what you have learnt in football so far

Demonstrate a pass (inside of foot) and how to stop the
ball (lift leg up, trap ball underneath sole of foot).
Pupils with footballs in the middle of the area dribble
around and find a person on the outside to pass to, pass
to them and they pass your ball back.
How many passes can you do in 2 minutes?
Remember to take your time and pass close to the
person so they can get the ball.

Health & Safety:

1) Highlight the need to stay in the area and watch out for other pupils
to avoid collisions
2) Make sure that all pupils or groups are working in their own space
away from other people
3) If the ball goes out of the area pupils must retrieve before continuing
4) Tackling, kick the ball and not the person
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SWAP roles. Group 2 do the same. Next time swap again
and see if you can beat your score from before?
Review:
1. Ask the class which part of the foot do they pass
with? Answer Inside
2. Ask the class which part of the foot to stop the ball?
Answer Sole
3. Check dribbling skills of all pupils

Without goalkeepers each child has a ball and must
dribble to a goal of their choice, shooting at the goal. One
point for every goal scored.
Once every child has had one shot instruct them to
collect their football (at the same time) and repeat.
Allow for 5+ turns each.
How many goals can you score?
Review:
1. Ask the pupils which part of the foot to shoot with?
Answer inside
2. Check shooting ability of all pupils
Activity 3: Matches
Split the class into teams of 5 and play football matches.

